
LumiNova®  absorbs and stores light from the sun or artificial lighting in a 
short time (500 lux or more in about 10 minutes), and emits light for a long 
time in the dark (about 300 minutes). Once no longer exposed to light, its 
luminance (brightness) decreases over time. The light emission time and 
appearance will differ with the intensity of light, degree of light absorption, 
and the surface area of the LumiNova ®  when storing up light.
※LumiNova®  is a coating that contains no radioactive or other harmful 
substances and is safe for the environment and people.
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■About luminosity

■About the screw-lock crown

●Unlock to operate the crown
●Lock the crown after use
●To perform manual winding, turn the crown clockwise while unlocked

How to unlock the crown How to lock
Turn the crown counterclockwise.
The screw mechanism will loosen and the
crown can be operated.

Locked Unlocked

Gently press the crown against the watch and
turn clockwise until it stops.

※When locking, turn the crown while pushing in slowly, noting the engagement of the screw mechanism.
　Take care as excessive pushing may break the screw component (case).

The crown can be locked via a screw mechanism when not in use to
prevent malfunctioning and to improve water resistance.

■How to set the time and calendar

□Set the date with the crown at the position      .
□Set the hour and minute hands with the crown at the position      .
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1.Perform setting with the spring fully wound.

2.Pull the crown out to the position     .
   Turn the crown clockwise to set the date to the previous day.
  (Set the date to one day before the desired date.)

3.Pull the crown out to the position     .
   The second hand stops when the crown is pulled out.
   To set the watch to the correct time,
   pull the crown out when the second hand reaches the
   12 o'clock position.

4.Turn the crown      counterclockwise to advance the
   minute and hour hands clockwise, and set the date.

5.Turn the crown       to set the time.
   The point where the date changes is around midnight.
   Confirm that the time is set correctly for a.m. or p.m.

6.Return the crown to the position      to complete setting.
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□Water resistant 20 atm suitable for daily water work and swimming.

□Please wipe it off over the watch body, especially the area around the
   crown after daily water work and swimming
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